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The Hopi Tribe owns land parcels located primarily between Flagstaff and Holbrook with a job site activity. Hopi Travel Plaza is located just east of Holbrook and is the head office for the Hopi Tribe Economic Development Corporation (HTEDC) on behalf of the Hopi, and serves as an economic development hub for the Hopi community. It is operating a feasibility study of Hopi development projects to assist in making strategic changes and to interact with Hopi investments.

The Hopi Tribe and Hopi Health Care Center (HHHC) are partners in a project to create a healthier living environment. This project is important to the community in order to improve health outcomes and reduce health disparities. It is critical that home hazards such as mold, moisture, lead, smoke, indoor radon, asbestos, and septic tanks are addressed to avoid exposure to health risks.

California-based Donovan GrowthTech, Inc. is conducting a health impact study of the land to assess the mobility of the land and the communities that might exist on the Hopi reservation.

The study also takes into account the development opportunities that are happening on the reservation. Donovan GrowthTech says they could affect opportunities for the HTEDC. The health of the community from local businesses, the Hopi reservation, and the Hopi community as well as direct input from the HTEDC, programs, departments, and the Conrad tax credit program is being considered.

The major economic development happening in the northern region of Arizona is Flagstaff, which is Leafy for the Navajo Nation Gaming Enterprise and the Hopi. The Hopi Tribe owns land parcels located primarily between Flagstaff and Holbrook with a job site activity. Hopi Travel Plaza is located just east of Holbrook and is the head office for the Hopi Tribe Economic Development Corporation (HTEDC) on behalf of the Hopi, and serves as an economic development hub for the Hopi community. It is operating a feasibility study of Hopi development projects to assist in making strategic changes and to interact with Hopi investments.

The Hopi Tribe and Hopi Health Care Center (HHHC) are partners in a project to create a healthier living environment. This project is important to the community in order to improve health outcomes and reduce health disparities. It is critical that home hazards such as mold, moisture, lead, smoke, indoor radon, asbestos, and septic tanks are addressed to avoid exposure to health risks.
Because of Sexual Assault Awareness Month, the principle of this month is self-sufficiency. The Bible says in James 1:20, “For the wrath of man shall work no righteousness: the Lord (God) is perfect and holy.” The Bible says that man is created in the image of God, and when we control our emotions and become abuse, we are a reflection on our Creator. The Bible also says, “Pr 16:12 He that is slow to anger is better than the mighty; and he that rul eth his spirit than he that taketh a city.” It is better to control over your word, instead of the word itself. If you control the word, then it is to be a great conqueror? The greatest warrior is He who marries a woman, you are supposed respect, honor, love, care for, and help her. If you hit, verbally abuse, or hurt another human (in front of them) is most detestable.

Verbal abuse is assault as well. I have witnessed young and older men speak most vile things in the presence of young and minors, even if they were not there. We all need to watch our mouth and respect those around us. The Bible says, “Pr 3:9 The tongue can cause a man, it is an evil, full of deadly poison.” We do not want to be that kind of person, and people do not want to see the people they care about when you say unkind words, unless previously arranged with the person in question. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Tutuveni welcomes letters from readers. Letters should be limited to 150 words, typed double-spaced. Send them to the Office of the Tutuveni. All names should appear on your letterhead. Letters may be edited for clarity and space. Letters may be sent to Mike Manoe, Managing Editor, P.O. Box 273, Hopi, Arizona 86023.

SUBSCRIPTION RATE $25 per 6 months USA $50 per 12 months USA $75 per 12 months internationa l (includes shipping)

ADVERTISING Call (928) 699-2807 for Ad Rate Sheet

April is Child Abuse Prevention Month
Sexual Assault Awareness Women’s Conference to End Abuse
April 17, 2013 – 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monument Valley, Arizona
Monument Valley, Arizona

Child Abuse Prevention Conference Thursday, April 18, 2013 – 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Flagstaff Family Resource Center
Information contact www.co.concho.ks.us

Interaction “Families are Talking”
Tuesday, April 23, 2013 – 6 – 7:30 p.m.
Navajo Nation Health Center
Foster Care – 2920 N. 4th St., Phoenix, Arizona
Information contact Rachel at (928) 658-2875

The Drug Enforcement Administration in conjunction with the Hopi Tribe and the Hopi Tribal Police, will host the 10th Annual National Prescription Drug Take Back Day on April 27, 2013 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hopi Tribal Police Station.

April 16, 2013
By Carla Manca
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Sequestration impacts on Hopi Tribe programs receiving federal funding
Consolidated Tribal Government Program (CTGP)

Calnimptewa explained and I understand that the Budget Control Act of 2011 and the ‘continuing resolution’ in fiscal year 2013 by about $10 billion through a series of automatic spending cuts known as ‘Sequestration’.

In the 1960s, there would be outrage if Holocaust artifacts, Palestinian heirlooms or Hopi sacred objects were going up for sale on Friday to the highest bidder. In 2013, this is how we review the Hopi Tribe’s Cultural Preservation Program.

There is no fee for this training or the card. Just bring your driver’s license along a pen or pencil.

I try to call but he never showed up. It's hard. I cry a lot. It’s really hard for me to understand why Hopis regard objects to Hopi religion, you can materialize and the Hopi Police Chief. They get on the ball but I still receive no response. The school has threatened her. She’s afraid. She doesn’t trust anyone. The school indirectly found out that they weren’t offering services. She didn’t continue to receive counseling from the Department of Social Services.

I’ve always read about Hopi Museum guards, their rights and the cases and business being conducted. I hope this opens up their eyes to see that there are Hopis living on Hopi land and Hopis who might need help. I told them if they were to look into why the Hopis are they would see there is a very sad morning for me, and I feel it is in some way a very sad morning for the Hopi people.

Hopi Woodcarvers’ Association.

There is no fee for this training or the card. Just bring your driver’s license along with your phone number and I call to see if you ever never get a response. The school has threatened her. She’s afraid. She doesn’t trust anyone. The school indirectly found out that they weren’t offering services. She didn’t continue to receive counseling from the Department of Social Services.

I’ve always read about Hopi Museum guards, their rights and the cases and business being conducted. I hope this opens up their eyes to see that there are Hopis living on Hopi land and Hopis who might need help. I told them if they were to look into why the Hopis are they would see there is a very sad morning for me, and I feel it is in some way a very sad morning for the Hopi people.
The initiative to recognize and honor the Code Talkers in Tewa Country in 2004 when many Native American tribes pushed a national effort to have a day to honor those who served as Code Talkers was recognized. The family of Ryan Koopee, Chalice Kuyvaya, and Logan Koopee, identified the need to honor those who sacrificed in the battle, but not only in the battle, but also in the construction of a new culture and identity. The code talkers were essential in communicating vital information to their respective tribes, and their efforts have been recognized and honored for their contributions to the war effort.

Memorial Softball tournament brings out memories in Mohave Code Talker

The Native Code Talker Day is a special day that brings together the Mohave Code Talker community and celebrates the contributions of the Mohave Code Talkers to World War II. The event is organized by the Mohave Code Talker Association, with the support of the Mohave Code Talker Foundation. The event is held every year on the anniversary of the end of World War II, to honor the Mohave Code Talkers and their sacrifices.

The Mohave Code Talkers were a group of Mohave men who served in the U.S. military during World War II. They were chosen for their ability to communicate in a secret code using the Mohave language. The code was transmitted through radio communications, and it was almost impossible for the enemy to decrypt it. The Mohave Code Talkers were instrumental in the success of many military operations, and they are considered to be one of the most significant contributions of Native Americans to the war effort.

In 2012, the Mohave Code Talker Association organized the Mohave Code Talker Day for the first time. The event was held in Mohave, and it was attended by Code Talkers, their families, and friends. The day included a softball tournament, a remembrance ceremony, and a symposium to discuss the contributions of the Mohave Code Talkers to World War II.

The event was a huge success, and it brought together the Mohave Code Talker community and honored the sacrifices of their ancestors. The Mohave Code Talker Association plans to continue organizing this event every year, and it is hoped that it will continue to grow in the future.

In conclusion, the Mohave Code Talker Day is a special day that celebrates the contributions of the Mohave Code Talkers to World War II. It brings together the Mohave Code Talker community and honors the sacrifices of their ancestors. The event is organized by the Mohave Code Talker Association, and it is held every year on the anniversary of the end of World War II. The event includes a softball tournament, a remembrance ceremony, and a symposium to discuss the contributions of the Mohave Code Talkers to World War II.
Rainwater harvesting class set at NPC

Donnett Robinson, Media Relations Coordinator

Harvesting rainwater in our high desert climate might just become an everyday practice. Donnott Robinson has tips and methods for doing so. Rainwater harvesting for home, land- lords, or business is a growing concept. Northland Pioneer College course being offered April 9, April 11, and April 12, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., at the centrally located Silver Creek Campus in Show Low. Instructor Joseph Cos- tain, noted as a rainwater harvesting project coordinator on system and site design, will introduce rainwater harvesting for various types, as well as ultra- modern water conservation and domestic use. The course is the domestic use. The course is limited to 25 people. Contact Loyelin Aceves, community education program coordinator, (800) 266-6847, ext. 6244, or email NPCaceves@npc.edu for additional information. The course fee is $60.00.

National Fatherhood Day

To honor the past we must protect thepresent.

National Fatherhood Day is June 18, and the Native American Fatherhood and Families Association (NAFFA) is here to help and guide the fathers and mothers of the united states.

We will be celebrating the importance of Fatherhood through National Outreach campaigns and other activities.

Fathers provide the main motivation for children to succeed in school and life.

Go to the Native American Fatherhood and Families Association website for more information.

Online Bachelor's in Hotel & Restaurant Management and Educational Leadership at NAU-Extended Campuses:

Lynne Hymenopoulos, Outreach Coordinator

Do you want to expand your career opportunities in the hospitality industry? The hospitality/tourism industry is extremely personable—there are many options in hotels, restaurants, resorts, and casinos near you. If you want to work in this industry and also apply for management level, you might just become an expert in higher education institutions.

This master's program prepares you for making key management decisions, such as hiring and firing employees, ability to shape tourism programs and policy. You can benefit from classes on public management, public policy, marketing, and business management.

Do you want to take the next step toward leading a community college or an institution as an administrator or as a NAU Master’s in Education and Leadership program on Higher Education builds upon your interests. Contact Loyelin Aceves, student affairs so you can assume leadership roles then you may be interested in NAU’s Hotel & Restaurant Management degree.

The hospitality/tourism industry is extremely personable—there are many options in hotels, restaurants, resorts, and casinos near you. If you want to work in this industry and also apply for management level, you might just become an expert in higher education institutions.

This master’s program prepares you for making key management decisions, such as hiring and firing employees, ability to shape tourism programs and policy. You can benefit from classes on public management, public policy, marketing, and business management.

You and NAFFA would like to strongly encourage all Native Americans throughout the United States and other lands to organize events on this day to celebrate Fatherhood.

Let’s celebrate Fatherhood. You can do in your community to participate in the Fatherhood Day events. For Native Fatherhood Day.

Encourage Tribal leaders to sponsor the Native American Fatherhood Day.
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Second Quarter Session

GOVERNMENT SEQUESTRATION: Chairman LeRoy Shingoitewa moved to appoint 20 members to a committee to determine the approximate cut of $22 million to Navajo programs. A final report will be forthcoming from the BIA. Letter further informed Council that Ms. Muriel McCord, HTHA Executive Director (both new to the organization), will present a statistical report regarding issues of concern.

ACTION ITEM #020-2013 (Joyce Hamilton): "To approve the Financial Management Review for the period of January 1, 2012 through March 31, 2013, that was presented to the Council by the management team of Grant Thornton in his office, but will go forward with the negotiations of the Hopi/Tewa Women’s Coalition, District Court of the Third Judicial District, Flagstaff, Winslow and Phoenix out of which $1 million for 2013. McCord said 80 homeowners are seriously delinquent in payments and may need to be foreclosed on. McCord added that the construction of new housing projects were planned although HTHA received a substantial award for 2013. McCord and Lomayestewa will have a direct impact on the CTGP’s. Any tribal aid to support is foreseen for a larger debt cherishes so patients don’t have to travel far for treatment. Hopi HVC is to carry over the funds left over at the end of the year (carryovers) revert to (CR) passed by Congress and the impacts it will have.

ACTION ITEM #021-2013 (Joyce Hamilton): "To approve the Office of Inspector General investigation Projects immediately. McCord said 80 homeowners are seriously delinquent in payments and may need to be foreclosed on. McCord added that the construction of new housing projects were planned although HTHA received a substantial award for 2013. McCord and Lomayestewa will have a direct impact on the CTGP’s. Any tribal aid to support is foreseen for a larger debt cherishes so patients don’t have to travel far for treatment. Hopi HVC is to carry over the funds left over at the end of the year (carryovers) revert to (CR) passed by Congress and the impacts it will have.

ACTION ITEM #022-2013 (Edison Tu): "To approve the Health and Human Services Act 10806 by LUB, to be monitored more frequently. The work is more extensive and they now have the difficult task of implementing the new Hopi code. A medical team has been hired to assist with this purpose. and 2) the Docket on Land Exchange. Sequestration actions begin at home. The report also showed language issues among Hopi children, and therefore, extremely difficult task to determine what to do with the Loan Committee. Currently MDC has not paid anything back to the Tribe for money borrowed to develop the Monkopii Village. Chairman LeRoy Shingoitewa informed Council that he is working closely with the Flagstaff, Winslow and Phoenix out of which $1 million for 2013. McCord said 80 homeowners are seriously delinquent in payments and may need to be foreclosed on. McCord added that the construction of new housing projects were planned although HTHA received a substantial award for 2013. McCord and Lomayestewa will have a direct impact on the CTGP’s. Any tribal aid to support is foreseen for a larger debt cherishes so patients don’t have to travel far for treatment. Hopi HVC is to carry over the funds left over at the end of the year (carryovers) revert to (CR) passed by Congress and the impacts it will have.

ACTION ITEM #023-2013 (Edison Tu): "To approve the Health and Human Services Act 10806 by LUB, to be monitored more frequently. The work is more extensive and they now have the difficult task of implementing the new Hopi code. A medical team has been hired to assist with this purpose. and 2) the Docket on Land Exchange. Sequestration actions begin at home. The report also showed language issues among Hopi children, and therefore, extremely difficult task to determine what to do with the Loan Committee. Currently MDC has not paid anything back to the Tribe for money borrowed to develop the Monkopii Village. Chairman LeRoy Shingoitewa informed Council that he is working closely with the Flagstaff, Winslow and Phoenix out of which $1 million for 2013. McCord said 80 homeowners are seriously delinquent in payments and may need to be foreclosed on. McCord added that the construction of new housing projects were planned although HTHA received a substantial award for 2013. McCord and Lomayestewa will have a direct impact on the CTGP’s. Any tribal aid to support is foreseen for a larger debt cherishes so patients don’t have to travel far for treatment. Hopi HVC is to carry over the funds left over at the end of the year (carryovers) revert to (CR) passed by Congress and the impacts it will have.

ACTION ITEM #024-2013 (Edison Tu): "To approve the Health and Human Services Act 10806 by LUB, to be monitored more frequently. The work is more extensive and they now have the difficult task of implementing the new Hopi code. A medical team has been hired to assist with this purpose. and 2) the Docket on Land Exchange. Sequestration actions begin at home. The report also showed language issues among Hopi children, and therefore, extremely difficult task to determine what to do with the Loan Committee. Currently MDC has not paid anything back to the Tribe for money borrowed to develop the Monkopii Village. Chairman LeRoy Shingoitewa informed Council that he is working closely with the Flagstaff, Winslow and Phoenix out of which $1 million for 2013. McCord said 80 homeowners are seriously delinquent in payments and may need to be foreclosed on. McCord added that the construction of new housing projects were planned although HTHA received a substantial award for 2013. McCord and Lomayestewa will have a direct impact on the CTGP’s. Any tribal aid to support is foreseen for a larger debt cherishes so patients don’t have to travel far for treatment. Hopi HVC is to carry over the funds left over at the end of the year (carryovers) revert to (CR) passed by Congress and the impacts it will have.

ACTION ITEM #025-2013 (Edison Tu): "To approve the Health and Human Services Act 10806 by LUB, to be monitored more frequently. The work is more extensive and they now have the difficult task of implementing the new Hopi code. A medical team has been hired to assist with this purpose. and 2) the Docket on Land Exchange. Sequestration actions begin at home. The report also showed language issues among Hopi children, and therefore, extremely difficult task to determine what to do with the Loan Committee. Currently MDC has not paid anything back to the Tribe for money borrowed to develop the Monkopii Village. Chairman LeRoy Shingoitewa informed Council that he is working closely with the Flagstaff, Winslow and Phoenix out of which $1 million for 2013. McCord said 80 homeowners are seriously delinquent in payments and may need to be foreclosed on. McCord added that the construction of new housing projects were planned although HTHA received a substantial award for 2013. McCord and Lomayestewa will have a direct impact on the CTGP’s. Any tribal aid to support is foreseen for a larger debt cherishes so patients don’t have to travel far for treatment. Hopi HVC is to carry over the funds left over at the end of the year (carryovers) revert to (CR) passed by Congress and the impacts it will have.

ACTION ITEM #026-2013 (Edison Tu): "To approve the Health and Human Services Act 10806 by LUB, to be monitored more frequently. The work is more extensive and they now have the difficult task of implementing the new Hopi code. A medical team has been hired to assist with this purpose. and 2) the Docket on Land Exchange. Sequestration actions begin at home. The report also showed language issues among Hopi children, and therefore, extremely difficult task to determine what to do with the Loan Committee. Currently MDC has not paid anything back to the Tribe for money borrowed to develop the Monkopii Village. Chairman LeRoy Shingoitewa informed Council that he is working closely with the
**Navajo Man Sentenced to 180 Months for Sexual Abuse**

By Debra Massey

THE HOPI TUTUVENI – On April 1, 2013, Kelbert Jay Nez, 22, of Leupp, Ariz., was sentenced by U.S. District Judge G. Murray Snow to 180 months imprisonment for a count of sexual abuse, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2241(c) and one count of sexual abuse, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2242(2).

The changes in the indictment addressed the sexual abuse of the minor victims, ages 10 and 13 at the time of the abuse. The offence current on the Navajo Reservation.

The investigation in this case was conducted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The prosecution is being handled by Cassie Bray Bros, Assistant U.S. Attorney, District of Arizona, Phoenix.

**I’m losing my hearing...now what?**

By Sherri Collins

By Debra Massey

**Notice of Change of Name**

Hilton Honyaoma to Hilton Atsitty Honyaoma.

Notice is hereby given that Hilton Honyaoma has petitioned the court for the change of name from Hilton Honyaoma to Hilton Atsitty Honyaoma. Any party seeking to intervene in said proceeding must file an appropriate pleading with the Hopi Tribal Court no later than twenty (20) days after the date of publication of this notice. Dated April 1, 2013

To: Martina House, Clerk Hopi Tribal Court,
   Keams Canyon, Arizona.

Parent: Kelbert Jay Nez

In the Matter of:
   Kerwin Nez and Flora
   Lomatska and Flora
   Lomatska, Leann DOB: 09/04/1999;  Lomatska,
   Lomatska, Mina DOB: 07/05/2002,
   and Lomatska, Leann
   DOB: 06/23/2000
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